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Dynamic System Property:  atisFiltrationness 

(Dynamic system properties are those properties that are part of the theory and describe 
patterns in time as change occurs within a system or between a system and its negasystem.) 

 

Filtrationness, F (S), =df the set of toput system-control qualifiers that control feedin of toput.   
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Filtrationness, is a set of predicates, P(x); such that, P(x) is an element of the toput system-
control qualifier, and the ATIS—Filtration Quantification with respect to the system 
transition function is such that, the transition function maps toput to itself or to input.   
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Filtration is a separation process by which certain toput is blocked from entering the system.  
Filtration is the result of System-Control Qualifiers allowing certain toput to enter the system while 
blocking other toput; for example, a fluid is presented as toput and is allowed to enter while precluding 
the entry of other toput components; for example, particulates that happened to have commingled with 
the fluid.  In this case, the filter could be a membrane.  In the case of education systems that control the 
input of students, the filter is, first, the rules that allow student entry, and possibly physical barriers that 
physically preclude certain individuals from entering a school building.   
 
Filtration is the control of toput by the blocking of feedin and not the selection of toput.  For example, 
in the above example, the particulates were “selected” for toput when the fluid was “selected,” even 
though not intended.  Filtration blocked the unintended toput.  Filtration is the active blocking of 
unacceptable or unintended toput that is attempting to enter the system.   


